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PDF Index Generator is a reliable and easy to use application destined to help you generate the index of names and words, with the corresponding page
number for PDF format books. The easy steps The application can assist you through the process, by simplifying the steps you have to follow. The four
stages of the index generating start with the source file identification. PDF Index Generator can scan the document in order to determine the number of
pages. Optionally, you can set it to index the special format page numbers, such as Latin numbers as well. The software can index all the pages or just the
selected ones. Indexed words The second step consists of indexing the words in the book. You can index all the words or set specific categories and include
only certain words. For instance, if you index a science book, you may only add the technical terms to the index. Further, you can view a list of all the
indexed words and manage duplicates, create cross-references or merge identical words. You can easily add or remove words form the list, edit their spelling
or change their font and size. Additionally, you can import or export word bundles to clipboard or to other programs. Merge and remodel words The word
formatting option enables you to modify the selected words: convert small letters to capitalized ones, create name formats from two or more words and
append/prepend text. Thus you can easily add prefixes or suffixes to the selected words. Moreover, the software enables you to merge identical words with
one click or to increment the page number associated with a certain piece of text. View or export a detailed report of the indexing actions performed by the
application. Index generating assistant The program can index the PDFs and save the result as portable document file or as text. You can select the name of
the output document and let PDF Index Generator write the file. Screenshots: MacFamilyTree 9.5.2 - download from Softonic: download MacFamilyTree
9.5.2 family history software for OS X. Work together with your family tree and collect data, generate reports, as well as view and edit your family tree.
MacFamilyTree Description: Work together with your family tree and collect data, generate reports, as well as view and edit your family tree. Screenshots:
Working Professional 17.2.2 - download from Softonic: working professional professional project manager software for OS X. Project management
software that is equipped with advanced
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KeyMacro enables you to identify and work with Macros within a given document. With KeyMacro you can: - Add macros to a document, remove or
modify existing ones. - Check and activate macros, by looking for the "Activate" button within the "Macros" section. - Execute Macros, by clicking the
"Execute" button within the "Macros" section. STARDIV Description: The STARDIV program enables you to write or convert a series of numbers into a
given standard. With STARDIV you can: - write or convert numbers into a given standard. - make standard changes. - write or convert into a given standard
with a given pattern. - print or export with a given standard. - convert a given standard to a series of numbers. The program is extremely easy to use, even for
beginners. Its interface is highly graphical, and the Windows environment is user-friendly, easy to learn and efficient to use. Program options The options
window enables you to: - set the programming language. - set the STD output type, i.e. the standard from which numbers are converted. - set the STD output
format, i.e. the number format (0,#,##0). - set the STD number pattern, i.e. the format of a given STD (e.g. the format of the 12-strikes STD). - set the STD
number size. - set the STD number sign. - set the STD decimal point. - set the STD number separator. - set the STD number prefix. - set the STD number
suffix. - set the STD number precision. - set the STD number group size. - set the STD number groups. - set the STD number and/or decimal comma
separator. - set the STD number separator. - set the STD number position. - set the STD number space. - set the STD number formatter. - set the STD
number separator. - set the STD number generator. - set the STD number to generate. - set the STD number from a given standard. - set the STD number to
generate a given standard. - set the STD number at a given position. - set the STD number print position. - set the STD number alignment. - set the STD
number format 77a5ca646e
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pdfIndexGenerator will create an index of all indexed words and associated page numbers in a PDF file. With a few mouse clicks, you can create a regular
or special text list of indexed words and their page numbers and save it as a portable document file (.txt) or as a plain text file (.txt). You can even generate a
two-column index, a list of cross-references or an alphabetical index. You can select the category, style and color of the text and the page number format.
You can import or export the list to a variety of formats (Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, OpenOffice,...) and export the index as a rtf (Rich Text Format)
document. You can even generate an index for PDFs and save it as portable document format file or plain text. pdfIndexGenerator is freeware. It can be
used without restrictions. What are the features of pdfIndexGenerator? * Create a single or multiple columns index * Generate a list of cross-references
between index words and documents * Import or export index lists to Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, OpenOffice,... and other formats * The new version
supports Unicode documents * Support all Unicode characters * Support the font, size, format and color of words, page numbers, category, etc. * Generate
text lists in 24 languages * Generate text lists with space characters between words * Generate index lists from one word, two words, three words,... * Import
or export index lists as plain text or portable document format file * Generate regular and special format indexes, such as Arabic, Vietnamese, Hebrew,
Mongolian, etc. * Generate an index for PDFs and save it as portable document file or plain text. * Generate special indexes such as the default index,
English, Romanian, Bulgarian, Persian, Spanish, etc. * Generate indexes for PDFs and save them as portable document file or plain text. * Support word
bundles to import and export words * PDF files as sources * Import or export the indexes as plain text * Export text lists as portable document format file *
Export text lists as plain text * Generate index lists with spaces between words * Generate index lists from one word, two words, three words,... * Import or
export index lists as plain text or portable document format file * Generate regular and special format indexes, such as Arabic, Vietnamese,

What's New in the?
PDF Index Generator is an easy-to-use application for indexing the content of PDF documents. The generated indexes can be saved as text files or portable
document files. This version enables you to index the words in order to build a list of the indexed words. You can include the words in their original form or
convert the small letters into capitalized ones. In addition, the software can make the index from multiple words or can merge the words with one click. You
can also modify the text formatting and add prefixes or suffixes to the words. Moreover, you can create cross-references between the indexed words or
between the indexed words and the page numbers. You can view a list of the indexed words and manage duplicates, create names for the indexed words,
format names from two or more words, and append/prepend text to the words. You can easily edit the words or the words’ formatting. By the way, you can
export the list of indexed words and the words’ formatting to the clipboard or to other programs. The program is simple and well organized. You can
intuitively make the list of indexed words and manage the words one by one. Additionally, you can import/export the words as bundles. You can check the
list of indexed words and make the necessary changes to the original list. Description: PDF Indexer is an easy to use indexing program that can index text
from a PDF file. Features: - Fast - Simple to use - Supports multiple languages - Supports Unicode - Unlimited pages - Saves as a text file Description: Look
for the right text in the PDF file with PDF Indexer! It quickly locates the right page with text on it and creates an index of all the searchable words with the
page number. PDF Indexer can index text from a file to create a word list for the search. PDF Indexer will create an index of each page of the file and save
it as a text file. It can index text in the default page numbers, Latin page numbers, or page numbers followed by a number. Description: PDF Indexer is a
powerful tool to index the content of the PDF files. • PDF Indexer is capable to create a text file containing the words from the page of a PDF. • PDF
Indexer can automatically change small characters in the page text to the capital letters and vice-versa. • PDF Indexer can work with Unicode, so you can
index the PDF file in different languages. • PDF Indexer can find text from a file in any language, so you can index any document with the required
character set. • PDF Indexer can merge two or more words. For example, you can merge the two words "university" and "university" into "University" in one
step. • PDF Indexer supports Unicode, so
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP Processor: Intel Pentium II 461Mhz or faster Memory: 128MB RAM Graphics: DirectX 8 or better with latest drivers Hard
Drive: 50 MB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound card. DirectX: Version 8 DirectX9 Feature Level 9_1 or greater Maximum: OS:
Windows Vista Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Processor Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce 9400
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